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BAY AUDIO VISUAL, NEW ZEALAND

Bay Audio Visual is a leading AV production company specializing in a wide range of 

indoor and outdoor events from the Coromandel to the Whakatane regions, including 

concerts and conferences, rentals, sales and installations. In order to service their wide 

range of clients, Bay Audio Visual was needed to update their inventory with a flexible 

and affordable fixture, capable of creating mesmerizing lighting effects for everything 

from coroporate events to live concerts. To achieve these goals, Bay Audio Visual reached 

out to Show Technology, who suggested Martin Professional RUSH MH 7 Hybrid fixtures 

for their versatility, power and dynamic effects capabilities. 

“The versatility of the RUSH MH 7 really appealed to us,” said Jordan Baldock, Production 

Supervisor of Bay Audio Visual. “We chose the MH 7 because the beam, spot and wash 

modes allow us to light a stage with fewer fixtures, without compromising quality or 

features. Plus the colors look sensational on stage—especially when used for bands and 

room lighting.”

In order to service larger clients like the ASB Arena and ASB Stadium, Bay Audio Visual 

needed to provide fixtures with plenty of power. Each RUSH MH 7 is equipped with a 

250 W Philips Platinum 11R Lamp, which provides sharp, crisp optics. The moving head 

features a motorized focus capable of creating a punchy 2.2° beam. This class-leading 

optical system allows Bay Audio Visual the flexibility to create lighting effects for every 

occasion—from high-energy dance floors to performing arts spaces.

“Bay Audio Visual wanted to add a dynamic lighting fixture to their collection,” said Nick 

Reeves, Technical Sales NZ at Show Technology. “They needed something that covered 

all the bases for a variety of different events. So, we suggested the Martin Professional 

RUSH MH 7. The beam, spot and wash modes offer a lot of flexibility in a small, 

affordable package.”

“ 
The versatility of the RUSH MH 7 

really appealed to us. We chose 

the MH 7 because the beam, 

spot and wash modes allow us to 

light a stage with fewer fixtures, 

without compromising quality 

or features.”

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

OPPORTUNITY

Bay Audio Visual needed to update their 

lighting rental inventory with a flexible, 

affordable fixture capable of creating 

mesmerizing lighting effects for everything 

from corporate events to live concerts.

SOLUTION

Bay Audio Visual reached out to Show 

Technology, who suggested Martin 

Professional RUSH MH 7 Hybrid fixtures  

for their versatility, power and dynamic 

effects capabilities. 
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HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for 

automakers, consumers, and enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, 

audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; and services supporting the 

Internet of Things. With leading brands including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, 

Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians 

and the entertainment venues where they perform around the world. More than 50 

million automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected 

car systems. Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are 

connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, from work and home to car and 

mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, 

Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
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PRODUCTS USED

MARTIN RUSH MH 7 HYBRID LIGHTING MOVING HEAD  

“ 
Bay Audio Visual wanted 

to add a dynamic lighting 

fixture to their collection. 

They needed something that 

covered all the bases for a 

variety of different events.”

The RUSH MH 7 Hybrid offers versatility with advanced, dynamic effects in a compact 

form factor without compromising on Martin’s high-quality standards. With options for up 

to 12 interchangeable rotating gobos (8 indexing), 10 colors, and 8-facet circular prisms, 

the MH 7 is the perfect solution for creating dynamic lighting for any event. 

“I take this opportunity to thank Bay Audio Visual for choosing the RUSH MH 7 Hybrid by 

Martin to upgrade their inventory and Show Technology for successfully deploying Martin 

to meet Bay Audio Visual’s unique requirements,” said Ramesh Jayaraman, VP & GM 

HARMAN Professional Solutions, APAC. “Whether it is evoking emotions in a theatrical 

performance or enhancing the dance-floor experience, our vision is to supply versatile 

fixtures that are of great value for our customers. We have seen Show Technology’s 

passion and creativity stand out and look forward for many more such engaging 

relationships with their customers.”


